525: Lazy Oaf Lounge
Television: Saturday Night Live "Coffee Talk with Linda Richman" (Neither lazy nor oafish.
Discuss.)
526: Luedtke's Wonder Bar
Foodie knowledge: Monkfish appears as an "always avoid" on seafood watch lists. (maybe it's
the next monkfish)
527: Mojo's Pub
Popular Music: Got My Mojo Workin' by Muddy Waters. (Its mojo may have been laid off.)
General Knowledge: Smoking was banned in all indoor commercial establishments. (whose
days are numbered!)
528: Opa
General Knowledge: The phrase is usually: opportunity knocks. (Opa-tunity knocks)
Foodie knowledge: BLT is a common term for a bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich. (Nichole
would go back anytime for the $6 BELT)
529: Oysy Seafood Buffet
Popular Music: Iesha by Another Bad Creation. (The tamago we never had, and we want to get
to know you better.)
Television: Mystery Science Theater 3000 Episode 703 ("sushi buffets of the Olde West")
Film: Kill Bill, Volumes 1 and 2 (but grew on us in a Kill Bill kind of way.)
Film: Annie Hall (If you lurve large quantities of seafood, you may make this a regular stop)
Popular Music: The Windmills of my Mind by Dusty Springfield (wheel-within-a-wheel)
530: Qdoba
Internet Meme: Your Mileage May Vary or YMMV is based on old car commercial disclamers
about gas mileage. (but I tend towards the higher end of the spice tolerance range, so Your
Mileage May Vary)
General Knowledge: Wall-to-wall carpeting is a type of floor covering that covers an entire
surface. (JM's chicken quesadilla was just plain too big; it was like wall-to-wall carpeting.)
531: QQ Asian Buffet
Literature: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (It's just this buffet, you know?)
General Knowledge: Better Homes and Gardens is a magazine that modeled ideal lifestyles; its
zenith of influence was reached in the mid-20th century. ("Stuffed seafood" on the half-oyster
shell was a retro delight, right out of BHG circa 1965.)

